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Across

1. all the _____ we share

3. how you help me _____ and make 

me want to become a better person

4. how you are with _____ and the 

rest of the furry kids

7. how you just _____ me, and I 

know you

10. how you genuinely _____ about 

people

13. how you know how to _____ me 

smile

14. how you _____ me for me

15. how I feel _____ when I'm with 

you

16. that you are also my best _____

19. that no matter what, our _____ 

stays strong and can overcome any 

obstacle

20. how you let me be a part of your 

_____ and let me in

21. how one of your _____ makes 

everything seem better

23. how _____ and talented you are

25. how I feel just by the way you 

_____ at me

26. how you are so _____

27. how you're _____ there for me

Down

2. how _____ you are

5. how we are together and how 

_____ it feels

6. how _____ we can get through 

anything

8. how I still get _____ every time 

we kiss

9. how we are always in sync, _____ 

we may be

11. how I can be _____ around you

12. how you make me _____

17. how you _____ me and how you 

feel in my arms

18. how I can tell what you're thinking 

by the _____ you make

22. how you don't _____ up on me, 

even though sometimes it would be 

easy

24. I love you for _____... always 

have and always will


